Audi Chooses Carcannon

(Washington, D.C.) July 11, 2011 – The Carcannon Corporation announced today that it has
been chosen by Audi to provide Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) Consultations, helping to ensure
that the high standards of Audi customers are met. Ron Correa, President and founder of
Carcannon, which received the Auto Remarketing Power award in 2009 and 2010, created
the first nationwide Certified Consultation Process for an original equipment manufacturer
and pioneered real-time electronic reporting for clients in the automobile inspection arena.
Carcannon has advanced this technology and provides comprehensive, independent and
reliable pre-sale inspections and consultations to automakers, including Mercedes-Benz,
Porsche and Honda. Carcannon also provides inspection reporting for the Council of Better
Business Bureaus.
“For years, Carcannon has been proud to provide superior pre-sale certified consultations for
leading automakers, ensuring a consistent quality experience for their consumers,” said Ron
Correa. “We are honored to work with and help Audi meet the high standards of its
consumers.”
Carcannon has been a leader in pre-sale certification programs, which ensure consistency for
consumers and provide educational opportunities for dealers and their certified vehicle sales
force. Carcannon’s high quality certification process promotes customer satisfaction and
brand confidence, while reducing the risk of potentially harmful litigation.
The strength of Carcannon’s Certified Consultation process comes from its network of
certified consultants and professional automobile inspectors, who provide comprehensive onsite and off-site inspections virtually anytime and anywhere in all 50 states, Canada and
Puerto Rico. Carcannon’s experienced automotive technicians have expertise examining all
facets of inspection, including determining if there is mechanical damage. Feedback to a
dealer is immediate and provides detailed remedies for a variety of issues.
Founded in 2001, Carcannon is a nationally recognized innovator of automobile inspection
and consultation services. Carcannon provides a variety of inspection services, including
mechanical warranty inspections, vehicle condition reports and technical expert resources.
Carcannon leads the industry in created customized Certified Consultation compliance
reviews and educational programs for OEM Certified programs. For more information, visit
www.carcannon.com.
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